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Defense zone HD 1.4.8 for iOS - Spectacular Tower Defense Game
Published on 06/06/12
Independent developer, Artem Kotov announces Defense zone HD 1.4.8 for iOS. In this battle
game users hold defense with turrets against the massive hordes of enemies in different
types of landscapes. With every level, users employ new weapons with different firepower,
rate of fire, firing range, blast radius and price. This game stands out against others of
the same kind due to its crafted interface, finely tuned balance, sensible OpenFeint
support and eye-catching graphics.
Chelyabinsk, Russian Federation - Chelyabinsk, Russian Federation - Independent developer,
Artem Kotov is pleased to announce Defense zone HD 1.4.8 for iOS. This game stands out
against others of the same kind due to its crafted interface, finely tuned balance,
sensible OpenFeint support and eye-catching graphics.
During the game you will hold your defense with your turrets against the massive hordes of
enemies in different types of landscape. With every level you can use new weapons with
different firepower, rate of fire, firing range, blast radius and price.
The important feature of the game is an algorithm of appearance of units and corresponding
waves. Waves are automatically generated, each following the preceding complex, since
everything is balanced: distance between units, their total health, which makes the game
interesting to play both on easy and hard levels. In contrast to many games this one does
not allow one super-weapon, only an artful combination of all of them can play that role.
Defense Zone supports OpenFeint that simplifies posting all level results in a
consolidated database for further comparing with other players whatever level they play.
By the way, quick completion of levels and remaining lives give additional scores. That is
why it is always possible to improve the best result.
Before purchasing the full-featured version it is possible to try Defense Zone Lite for
free. The Lite version features 2 levels.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 99.5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Defense zone HD 1.4.8 is only $2.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the
App Store in the Games category.
Defense zone HD 1.4.8:
http://www.defensezone.net
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/defense-zone-hd/id493859729?mt=8
YouTube Video:
http://youtube.com/watch?v=5dx0d557muI
Screenshot:
http://defensezone.net/images/screenshot1.png
App Icon:
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Artem Kotov is an individual developer. Copyright (C) 2011 Artem Kotov. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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